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ABSTRACT  

This paper deals with the implementation of 5S in sales warehouse of a manufacturing industry. This paper 

targets the wastes observed in warehouse and systematic elimination of them through 5 stages of 5S. Low space 

utilization, presence of unnecessary items, lack of proper cleaning schedule, obsolete work rules are the major wastes 

observed in warehouse. Through the implementation of various steps of 5S the targeted wastes are eliminated and 

better space utilization is achieved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the era of industrialization there was a sudden increase in the number of industries. Even with 

increase in quantity of industries productivity was low. Wastes were one of the reasons which hindered achieving 

high productivity. To eliminate wastes lean manufacturing came into existence. It is a systematic approach to 

eliminate wastes through continuous improvement. Lean tools such as kanban, kaizen, value stream mapping, 5S 

etc. were developed to eliminate various wastes. 

5S is one of the most commonly used tool in lean manufacturing. It is considered as a foundational concept 

as it helps to achieve leanness in the targeted area. It is a house keeping method in which work place is organized in 

a better manner. Dos Santos (2015), demonstrated that the implementation of 5S resulted in elimination of waste and 

increased productivity in an automotive industry. Seiri (Sort), Seiton (Straighten), Seisou (Shine), Seiketsu 

(Standardize), Shit-suke (Sustain) are the various stages of 5S. Agrahari (2015), discussed the implementation of 5S 

methodology in a small scale industry and showed significant improvements to safety, productivity, efficiency and 

housekeeping. Sort is the first phase of 5S. Here the items are classified into necessary and unnecessary categories. 

Necessary items are kept and unnecessary are removed. This improves working efficiency by eliminating hindrances 

and preventing accumulation of unnecessary items. Red tagging is done to eliminate items which are deemed 

unnecessary or products which are faulty. In Set in Order phase the aim is to provide smooth workflow and make it 

easier to find and pick up the required items on a regular basis. Marking lines are drawn to divide storing items. It is 

essential to ensure that all the activities are done in order. In Shine phase the main objective is to clean the workplace. 

Here cleaning is done as inspection. Cleaning checklist are developed to ensure proper cleaning is done. Shine makes 

the workplace safe and easier to work in standardize phase, standard rules are established so that the best practices 

in the work area are to be followed. It maintains everything in order and in its right place. Standard rules are to be 

followed and obsolete ones are eliminated. Sustain is the difficult phase of 5S. Here there is a need to ensure all the 

previous steps are sustained. Proper training is given to workers to follow the routine. Regular auditing are done to 

verify the status of 5S implementation. Jimenez (2015), optimized the work and safety of the university engineering 

laboratories by implementing 5S methodology. This work aims to improve the efficiency of sales warehouse of a 

manufacturing industry by implementing 5S methodology. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology of this work is divided into 3 phases. They are study of existing system, lean solutions 

through 5S and evaluation of new state. In the study of existing system, problem area is first identified. Sales 

warehouse is the problem area. A detailed study of existing system is carried out. From the studies, wastes to be 

eliminated are identified. In the development of lean solutions phase, solutions for eliminating wastes are found out. 

Solutions are developed in the form of 5S implementation. 5S auditing was conducted throughout the duration of 

work to evaluate the progress. 

 
Figure.1. Methodology 

Case study: 

Study of the existing system: The figure.2, shows existing state of warehouse modeled using Autodesk inventor. 

Packed products come from assembly line. Two docks are there in which parts are loaded. Warehouse follows L 

shaped layout in which both receiving and dock are on different ends. Products incoming are in the form of pallets 
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and carton boxes. Certain wastes were identified during the study. Low space utilization, presence of unnecessary 

items, lack of proper cleaning schedule, obsolete work rules are the major wastes observed in warehouse. To 

eliminate wastes solution through 5S was adopted. 

 
Figure.2. Existing layout 

Solution through 5S: Implementation of 5S brings order to the warehouse. It makes the warehouse management 

easier. The 5 steps in 5S are namely sort, set in order, shine, standardize and sustain. 

Sort: In sort phase all the wastes/unnecessary items were identified. From table.1, it is clear that major waste is 

damaged boxes. It is occupying the major useful space of warehouse. It is clear from figure.3, that 89% of 

unnecessary items are occupied by damaged boxes. It is advised to remove these items as soon as possible so as to 

achieve better space utilization.  

Table.1. Unnecessary Items 

Unnecessary items Quantity   

Damaged box 313 Total no: of boxes 2415 

Carton box 19 Dimension of standard box 0.48mx0.36mx0.2m 

Carton box & pallet 6 Volume occupied by damaged box 10:8172m3 

Tools 3 Total volume occupied by boxes 83:4624m3 

Furniture 4 % volume occupied by damaged boxes 12.96% 

Visual control 8   

 

 
Figure.3. Unnecessary Items 

From the findings it is found that 313 carton boxes are damaged. Those damaged carton boxes are occupying 

12.96% of total volume. They are reducing the space utilization of warehouse. Thus they are sorted out in the sort 

phase to achieve better space utilization. Red tag is a solution to track unwanted or damaged items and remove them 

from warehouse. Red tag gives details like where to send the box, at which date the damage is observed, and also 

about its location it will help in eliminating defects from obstructing smooth operation of warehouse. It can be used 

both in sort phase as well as cleaning phase. 

Set in order: In this phase all areas should be properly marked. A proper material stacking strategy should be 

selected. Random storage strategy was adopted. As the figure.4, shows all the stacking area and gangway should be 

marked by yellow markers. Yellow line markings differentiate areas. 

 
Figure.4. Yellow line markings 

As the figure.4, shows marking should be given to avoid the misplacement of boxes. Misplacement of boxes 

reduces space utilization. As part of set in order phase markers are made on the floor which will help the workers to 

properly place storage bases. 

Shine: In this stage of 5S, routine cleaning must be done to ensure no unwanted materials obstruct warehouse 

activities. By cleaning means not only simple cleaning but routine inspecting. This is to be done by workers who are 

in charge of specific material stacking area. A cleaning checklist has been created to classify cleaning activities. 

Table.2, shows cleaning checklist. Each activity in the checklist is classified into duration at which it is repeated. 
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Table.2. Cleaning checklist 

Cleaning activity  Duration 

Continuously Hourly Daily Weekly 

Cleaning Gangway  X   

Clean storage area  X   

Red tagging X    

Cleaning of roofs    X 

Cleaning of floors and furniture   X  

Remove all trash  X   

Cleaning of walls    X 

Red tag is repeated continuously. Cleaning gangway, storage area and removing trash are done on hourly 

basis to eliminate delay in movements. Cleaning of floors and furniture are done on daily between shifts. Cleaning 

of walls and roofs are done on weekly manner. Checklist ensures routine cleaning is be done which makes working 

easy and safe. 

Standardize: This is 4th phase of 5S. In this phase standard rules are developed which is helpful in sustaining the 

results of previous phases such as sort, set in order, shine. Standard work rules will ensure safety and eliminate the 

chances of malpractices from occurring. Practices are divided into Do’s and Don’ts. Follow Do’s and avoid Don’ts 

from occurring. 

Rule 1: Carton box stacking: The reason for damaged boxes is obviously improper carton box stacking. Since 

warehouse follows customer based arrangement is better to ensure that according to weight of value stream the 

products should be arranged. Table.3, shows the weight of each value stream. From the table.3, it is clear that actuator 

has the most weight and booster have least weight. A stacking order is obtained from the graph. Stacking is done 

from the bottom of storage base based on weight of product family. Stacking order is Actuator>Valve 

1>Compressors>Valve 2>ABS>Booster. 

This arrangement minimizes the damage occurring to boxes. Do’s and Don’ts are developed based on this. 

Do’s are arranging carton boxes based on weight, while are not following this. 

Table.3. Weight of Products 

Value stream Average weight in kg 

Actuator 46.28 

Booster 2.328 

Compressors 21.56 

ABS 6.279 

Valve 1 22.51 

Valve 2 10.41 

 

 
Figure.5. Rule 1 

Rule 2: Movement through gangway: The proposed gangway is a two-way gangway to avoid delay as much as 

possible. So rule 2 is related to the new gangway. Figure.6, shows rule 2 for movement through gangway. As the 

figure shows, follow the directional arrows of the new gangway for unhindered movement. Following this rule 

ensures continues movement and workers where to stack the carton boxes. The figure.7, shows how the stacking 

should be done. Following this ensures maximum space utilization. 
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Figure.6. Rule 2 

Rule 3: Using Storage Area: In the third rule standards are developed for storing boxes in storage area. Figure.7, 

shows rule 3 for using storage area. Line and markers are provided to give guidance to workers where to stack the 

carton boxes. The figure shows how the stacking should be done. Following this ensures maximum space utilization. 

 
Figure.7. Rule 3 

Rule 4: Pallet and carton movement: Movement of carton and pallets is one of the important tasks in a warehouse. 

Movement of those can be done using trolleys and without using them. Figure.8, shows rule 4 for pallet and carton 

movement. In the 4th rule of standardize using trolleys for movement is considered as the rule to be followed. 

Movement without using trolleys should be avoided for ergonomic reasons. 

 
Figure 8 Rule 4 

Rule 5: Using trolleys: The last rule is for using trolleys. Two ways in which trolleys can be used while moving 

products. 

 Movement through pushing the trolley  

 Movement through pulling the trolley  

Figure.9, shows rule 5 for using trolleys Do’s says that push trolley while moving pallets. 

 
Figure.9. Rule 5 

Pushing is ergonomically safe because visibility is better thus accidents like collision between other workers 

are prevented. According to ergonomic considerations pushing the trolley will give better visibility thus preventing 

accidents from happening. So it should be followed. 

Sustain: This is the most difficult phase of 5S. Audits are conducted monthly or weekly to determine the status of 

5S in the area. Weekly meeting between workers and management was initiated. Problems faced by workers were 

discussed with the management during meeting. Weekly work plan and instructions were discussed between workers 

and management. Audit results were used to improve the warehouse performance. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Results are obtained after implementation of lean principles through 5S. Point rating table.4, shows the points 

and corresponding rating. 

Table.4. Point rating 

Points Rating Points Rating Points Rating 

0 Very Poor 2 Average 4 Very Good 

1 Poor 3 Good 5 Excellent 

From the audit continuous improvement can be noticed through the months of February, March and April 

2016. First task was to identify and sort out every unwanted item. It is started in February 2016 and considerable 

improvement can be seen in month of March 2016 and further more in April 2016. All the damaged boxes were 

sorted out which improved the warehouse space utilization. 

As part of set in order, all areas were properly marked using yellow markers. Marked storage areas prevented 

misplacement of carton/pallet boxes. Thus most of the delays occurring during movement and storing of boxes get 

considerably reduced. 

In the cleaning stage development of cleaning checklist ensured routine cleaning was available at respective 

duration. Continuous improvement in cleaning can be observed from month of February 2016 to April 2016. 

Standard work rules were part of warehouse. But most were obsolete. Constant revising of rules must be done so as 

to cope up with changing conditions. Implementation of standard rules showed progress in audit. Sustain stage is 

done through audits and implementing the results. Grand total is found out in each month and compared with others 

to check whether improvement is there or not. It is clear from audit graph 5S results are improved in the months of 

February, March and April 2016. 

Figure.10, shows Audit scores in the months of February, March and April 2016. It is clear from the 

figure.10, that 5S implementation showed considerable progress through the months. On February 2016 it was 34 

which increased to 63 in the month of March 2016 and finally reached 82 on April 2016. 

 
Figure.10. Audit score 

4. CONCLUSION 

As part of continuous improvement an attempt was made to improve the efficiency of sales warehouse. 5S 

was used to achieve better management by using its steps such as sort, set in order, shine, standardize and sustain. 

Better space utilization was achieved using 5S. Unnecessary items were eliminated. Proper cleaning was established 

and progressive improvement was observed from audit. This project demonstrates that lean principles can be 

successfully applied to warehouse also apart from manufacturing. 
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